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ABSTRACT
This study on building a culture of peace through aikido aimed to find out whether the
concepts and principles found in the martial art of aikido could be applicable in building a
culture of peace.
The study was a qualitative analysis of three selected texts that contained the writings and
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talks by Morihei Ueshiba, the founder of aikido (Ueshiba, 1991; Stevens, 1993; Ueshiba,
2007).His ideas on culture of peace reflected in the books will be compiled, synthesized,
and compared with the UNESCO model of Peace Education (UNESCO, 2001).
The results of this research indicated that the contents of the three texts could be
incorporated into concepts of a culture of peace under nine elements. They are organized
into three levels: personal, social, and global.
The personal level of a culture of peace begins with ‘expelling all evil within’ to allow
sense organs, the mind, and the spirit to be purified. Such process in aikido is achieved
through a self-purifying ritual called ‘misogi’ which includes seeking spiritual experience
and meditation. This is comparable to the UNESCO model of Peace Education under the
theme ‘discover inner peace.’ From here a person moves on to the second state, which is
‘being enlightened’ or discovering the truth of the world and the universe, encompassing
self-discovery and having a positive attitude about one’s own self. This concept is
parallel to the ‘think positive’ theme from the UNESCO model of Peace Education. The
next element for culture of peace in aikido is ‘fostering virtues of budo’ which consists
of four characteristics: courage, wisdom, love, and empathy. These virtues are
comparable to the UNESCO themes of ‘critical thinking,’ ‘be your true self,’ and ‘respect
human dignity.’ After the mind and the spirit are ready, the individual is then capable of
‘setting things right’ for society and the world.
The social level of culture of peace begins from ‘stopping violence’ without regarding
problems or people who create problems as the enemies, but to transcend the boundary
between them and us, and to realize that all are one, arising from the same origin, only
that they temporarily lose their balance. Therefore, love and empathy can bring him back
to his balance again. As such, aikido practitioners must ‘nourishing and protecting all
things’ and ‘bringing all races of the world together.’These elements resonate with the
UNESCO model of Peace Education under the headings ‘be compassionate and do no
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harm,’ and ‘resolve conflict non-violently.’
A culture of peace at the global level from the aikido perspective consists of ‘creating
harmony in the world,’ and ‘establishing world peace.’These concepts are comparable
to the three themes proposed by the UNESCO model: learn to live together; build peace
in the community; and care for the planet.

